Welcome to issue 5 of TNSRecords fanzine. I‟m pretty excited about this one because
not only have I interviewed two awesome UK bands, I‟ve also had a chance to speak to
Donny from Zeke, one of my favourite bands in the world, which is awesome.
We‟ve got some new releases on TNS, which we are all pretty excited about. All the info is on the next page. As a
DIY label, we desperately need people who think they may like these releases to give them a go. They are as
cheap as we can make them and honestly, we really appreciate every sale we make, so cheers in advance for
your support. We are still 100% DIY and 100% non-profit.
I‟d like to take the opportunity to thank all the fanzines, reviewers and podcasts who have helped push the label,
both here and overseas. Without the support of the underground punk scene we simply wouldn‟t exist. It‟s so
amazing to see how music is thriving on a DIY level through things like fanzines, independent music stockists,
podcasts and good old fashioned gigs. It‟s great to be a part of it.
We‟ve struck up a bit of a deal with Fishbowl Recordings in America. They are gonna stock all our stuff and vice
versa, which should be very exciting, so check them out.
Thanks also to everyone who has contributed to this issue. There are a few new people involved, which is great to
see. Cheers for reading. Hope you enjoy it and hope to see you at a TNS gig sometime soon.
Andy
CONTACTS
This issue was put together by: Sam, Francis, Em, Natalie, David Adair,
Andy
fanzine/gigs
(email
me
for
a
review
address):
Matt, Phil, Pollitte and myself. I designed the cover.
thatsnotskanking@hotmail.com
Thanks to everyone who sent us stuff, it is much appreciated.
Bev - label/distro: tnsrecordsuk@hotmail.co.uk
Contact us:
Moz - podcast: tnsradio@hotmail.co.uk
Check out the website for everything we do, it will improve your life:
www.tnsrecords.co.uk

PLACES THAT STOCK OUR SHIZZLE
Go and buy from them and support your local
record stores!
Rockers - Manchester
Piccadilly Records - Manchester
Action Records - Preston
Vibes - Bury
Jumbo Records - Leeds
Crash - Leeds,
Probe - Liverpool
All Ages - London
Banquet records - Kingston
Spillers - Cardiff
Punker Bunker - Brighton
Selecta Disk - Nottingham
Guitar and Son - Stafford
Good Vibrations - Belfast
On the net:
www.tnsrecords.co.uk
www.punkorder.com - Germany
www.interpunk.com - USA
www.punkrockshop.co.uk
www.fishbowlrecordings.info/
Distros:
Active Rebellion
Smegma Records
Punk Shit
ROIDH
Mild Peril Distro
Records Rebellion Distro

NEW RELEASES
TNS004: THE SHADOWCOPS - A BIG POT OF HOT
Debut album from the mighty Shadowcops. A Big Pot of Hot offers 12 tracks
of monster riffs for just six pounds. Fresh from supporting the Supersuckers,
t‟cops look set to tour again in the summer.
This is a must for fans of the Wildhearts, Husker Du, The Replacements and 3
Colours Red.

OUT NOW
£6 from the webstore at www.tnsrecords.co.uk
NEW THIS MONTH

TNS005: REVENGE OF THE
PSYCHOTRONIC MAN - MAKE PIGS SMOKE
The latest offering from Manchester‟s Alan Partridge worshipping, drunken
idiots. This album has 14 tracks of lightning fast punk rock for fans of Zeke, the
Lawrence Arms and Kid Dynamite. They will be playing the TNS tour, which
includes:
MANCHESTER, Retro Bar - Friday 1st May (this will be the album launch)
BRADFORD, 1 in 12 - Saturday 2nd May
MACCLESFIELD, The Swan - Friday 8th May
BOLTON, Dog and Partridge - Saturday 9th May

OUT 1st MAY
£6 from the webstore at www.tnsrecords.co.uk

TNS005: SOUNDS OF SWAMI - HALCYON DAYS EP
After the success of their Vent EP, Sounds of Swami are releasing this limited
edition 7 inch vinyl. The 6 songs on offer here will showcase the bands faster,
more hardcore material. This will be followed up by a full length album later in
the year, which will also be released on TNS. Sounds of Swami are hard to pin
down musically as they can go from sounding like Tool, into hardcore punk
within seconds, such is the originality of their sound, but this EP will definitely
appeal to any fans of fast music.

OUT - MAY 2009
£4 from the webstore at www.tnsrecords.co.uk

COMING SOON:
July - The Kirkz
Full length album from Macclesfield punks. Fast paced, energetic and well played punk ROCK!

August - TNSRecords vol. 2
After virtually selling out of volume 1, we decided another compilation was in order. There will be even more
bands and even more rock. I‟ll be announcing who is on it next issue.

September - Stand Out Riot vs. Sense of Urgency vs. A War Against Sound
The next instalment in our split EP series. This time there will be 3 bands. All have their roots in ska punk, but each
has a different take, with SOR offering a gypsy punk influenced ska-core sound, SoU playing fast paced skacore with hardcore vocals and AWAS having a bit of a dub influence and a fast punk edge. It‟s gonna be mint!

October - Sounds of Swami
We‟ll be following up the vinyl with a full length album from the Swami army. New songs are sounding ace,
leaning more towards the rock, experimental edge of their sound.

TNSRADIO is up to it‟s 3rd episode and people seem to be listening to it,
which is awesome. Thanks again to Moz, Francis and Nathan for all their work
on this. The podcast features all the latest TNS news as well as lots of cool
music from smaller unsigned acts as well as some bigger names. It features
special „celebrity‟ presenters each time and is obviously absolutely hilarious,
although probably most funny when I present it.
You can listen to it at www.tnsrecords.co.uk and there are also links there so
that you can subscribe to it through itunes and podcast alley.
The STRUMMERCAMP festival will be held at Manchester Rugby Club, in
Cheadle Hulme from 22 - 24 May and it‟s going to be amazing.
There is a preview later in the issue so I‟ll keep this fairly brief, but the
festival is run totally DIY and features the likes of Billy Bragg, The Damned,
The Alarm, TV Smith, Goldblade and many more including a host of TNS
bands. Ticket info and updates are available at www.strummercamp.co.uk
This event really deserves support and it‟s going to be an absolutely quality
weekend, so be there!
WEBSTORE Just to remind you that all TNS releases and supported releases are available through the webstore
at www.tnsrecords.co.uk. Please make a purchase, we appreciate the support.
TNSLIVE is still at the Retro Bar, Manchester on the first Sunday of every month (except May, when we‟ve moved
it to Friday 1st May to avoid clashing with The Specials and for the Revenge of… CD launch). The best place to
hear TNS bands really is in a live environment. It‟s just £4 in and you get at least 5 bands, between 6.30 and
10.30. Listings are later in the fanzine. Our distro is set up at every gig too so you can but t shirts and CDs for
really cheap.
TNSDISTRO now contains CDs from Banquet Records and Do the Dog. We‟ve got CDs and vinyl from the likes of
The Steal, Don Ramos Players, Our Time Down Here, Jimmy the Squirrel, 3 Minute Warning and much more.
We‟ve also just had a load of stock in from the States including releases from Fishbowl recordings, who we hope
to work with in the future to get TNS stuff out in America and some rather sexy vinyls from the likes of The
Bouncing Souls, the Lawrence Arms, Big D and The Kids Table and more. There is also extensive stock of bands
who have played TNS in the past. It‟s all very cheap! If you wanna swap some stock with us, drop Bev an email at
tnsrecordsuk@hotmail.co.uk
IGNITION FESTIVAL will be taking place at Retro Bar on 28/29/30 August. Again, it is hosted by ourselves,
Bomb Ibiza and Slit Records and I guarantee it will be better and significantly cheaper than Leeds/Reading. Last
year‟s was brilliant so we aim to make this year‟s even better. I‟ll announce the line up and more info next issue,
but put it in your diaries.
HARIJAN, JOHN PLAYER SPECIALS and THE FRACTIONS are still involved with TNS after releases last year.
JPS are now signed to Do the Dog and are working towards a new album, but they will still be playing our night
regularly. The Fractions are also working on a new album and have just finished a UK tour.
We hope to release a Harijan album through TNS within the next year too, so things are looking great for three
top notch bands.

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Last week I had a ludicrous idea to write a vegetarian recipe book. The surprising thing is, I‟m not a
vegetarian.
I began to write an introduction giving reasons for my inspiration, when I suddenly found myself scowling at
the screen whilst my fingers punched furiously at the keys.
Then it dawned on me, ah yes, the instantaneous urge to write a recipe book did not originate from my inner
Nigella, it was simply a manifestation of the feelings guilt, frustration and confusion I had been experiencing
recently.
Growing up in a quiet Lancashire town, being fed by a Chinese mother who had a penchant for pig intestines,
cow stomach and chicken feet, it hadn‟t even crossed my mind that one could eat a meal devoid of meat.
You can imagine the horror that unfolded as my dear mother discovered that my chosen companion was a
strict vegetarian (she still hasn‟t gotten over it).
I must admit, I found catering for a vegetarian a little daunting at first, but with every creatively composed
meal that we cooked together I began to really enjoy the challenge. Everything felt vibrant and new, the
colours, the tastes, the textures and (my favourite part), after a year of cutting down my meat intake, I lost
nearly a stone in weight!
I listened intently to my boyfriend‟s justification for his chosen diet but never once did he force his opinions
upon me. I decided to do some research of my own; I learned a bit about animal rights and I also learned
about the detrimental effects that the meat industry was having on our planet. For the first time in my life, I
felt a genuine urge to make the leap.
This is the significant point I would like to make, I doubt I would have ever felt like this had my boyfriend
preached to me about the wrongness of my ways (I would probably have done something quite antisocial in
my defiance). I have come across a fair few vegans and vegetarians in my time, especially in the punk scene,
and I have often found there to be an element of aggression when discussing such dietary habits. Even on my
research mission, I discovered many „pro-veg‟ websites that appeared to particularly enjoy preaching to the
converted and celebrating their moral superiority over others rather than encouraging people who eat meat
to review what effect their habits were having on the world around them.
Eventually, I made an educated decision to stick to a predominantly vegetarian diet and only eat meat when I
felt the need. I have always been a great believer in listening to my body, and sometimes there are occasions
when I feel a little weaker than normal and need that extra protein boost to bring me round.
Last week I announced my new intentions to friends and colleagues, and to my dismay, I was met once more
with another barrage of abuse, this time from Team Meat Eater (I needn‟t go into detail, I‟m sure you‟ve heard
it all before...). It got me thinking though, why were these people being so defensive? Was it a reaction to a
hammering they may have received from a vegetarian in the past?
Whatever the case may be, I feel some mutual understanding and respect needs to be achieved between
people who do and people who don‟t eat meat, just as it did for my boyfriend and I. People who eat meat
should not be demonised, but they should be made aware of the consequences of mass meat production and
encouraged to cut down the amount they eat rather than give it up altogether. If all the meat eaters of the
Western world cut their meat intake by half, isn‟t that half the battle won?
I would never want to label myself as anything, nor would I appreciate being tagged by the American Dialect
Society as a “flexitarian” (ugh). I just think people need to stop naming their teams and warring against each
other; alternatively we all, as a whole, need to get on with tackling the increasingly worrying problems that
we have in our hands right now.
Have a look at www.wannaveg.com. They probably say it better than me...!
By Natalie

THE COST OF ROCKING
Everything costs a fortune these days. I know we are in recession and it was inevitable that the cost of living
would rise, but if I have to pay over £3.50 for a pint again I‟m giving up drinking (OK well maybe I won‟t go
that far).. It‟s not just our vices that are becoming stupidly pricey, everything is.
Anyway, I‟m not going to talk about the recession as Mike wrote a great little feature about that last issue (you
can read it in the fanzine section at www.tnsrecords.co.uk). What I wanted to discuss is just how expensive it has
become to see live music.
It‟s very strange that I would have considered Leeds/Reading festival a certainty in my gigging calendar around
5/6 years ago. Remember when it was considered alternative to go to festivals? Well the mainstream money
grabbers have latched onto that one now too. It is now £175 for a weekend ticket. WHAT THE FUCK? But even
worse than that, it‟s £77 (with booking fee) to go for a day??? Now if you seriously consider the Artic Monkeys a
genuine headliner for the countries 2nd largest festival, then maybe you would happily spend that amount of
cash to sleep in a field and watch mostly shite music. If that‟s the case you should probably reassess your life
anyway. To be honest, Leeds stopped being an option for me a while back anyway. I loved it in my teens, liked
it in my early twenties, realised it was getting shitter every year in my mid-twenties and just stopped going 4
years ago when I realised it was just becoming a glorified and expensive piss up and I could see the bands I
actually wanted to see for cheaper by just going to their own gigs. Maybe it‟s always been crap, but I‟m sure I
have seen some great bands there in the past. Maybe I‟m getting old, but seriously; the Arctic Monkeys? But
anyway I don‟t think I ever liked it enough to even consider paying that amount of cash and it‟s definitely
increased in price very dramatically. With transport costs and the inevitable £3 + pints in the arena, it‟s gonna
cost the best part of £350 to go. You can go on holiday for that! With the sponsorship involved in the „Carling‟
weekend, to be fair they have always been in it for the cash, but Glastonbury for me always seemed to have a
bit more integrity. Well my research tells me that‟s £175 too. Admittedly it‟s a bit greener in how it‟s run, which
is good, but for your cash you can see Lilly Allen and Blur? I mean at least Blur have some history, it‟s better than
the Arctic Monkeys, but still. Glastonbury is a better festival but that too is now a mainstream thing to do, which
means huge demand and that prices will go up and up and up.
So what are the alternatives. Well there are millions of smaller festivals more worthy of your pennies. Before I
start recommending I read a review of this zine, which said it was hard to take my rant about record shops
closing down and buying cds seriously because I make money from selling cds. For the record, I don‟t make any
money from selling cds, but I am involved with the Strummer Camp and Ignition festivals and wanted to state
that this rant isn‟t just to advertise those and also I won‟t make any cash from the festivals either. That said they
will both be mint!
StrummerCamp in true punk spirit is completely DIY and non-profit. I‟ve helped out a little with this and can tell
you that the guys are running this very genuinely and may not even break even. Under £60 for 3 days, two
stages and the likes of Billy Bragg and the Damned seriously aint bad and the beer will definitely be cheaper
than the big festivals as it‟s held at a Rugby club.
Rebellion festival has it‟s critics who say the price is rising, it always has the same bands, too many bands are
booked by Hidden Talent, etc, etc, but if you are into punk and ska, you would be hard pressed to not find
something good at any point across the four stages and four days. It‟s always great watching bands in a
Spanish themed banquet hall and at £85 (and cheaper if you book early) it is easily on the right side of the
hundred pound mark, although with hotels it can run a little pricey if you don‟t book early. I‟ve always had a
good time every year I have been.
TNS/Bomb Ibiza and Slit Records will be running our alternative to Leeds festival (Ignition) at August bank
holiday again. It will be cheap and there will be more info next issue.
Other festivals you may want to research include Nice and Sleazy - Morecambe, Slam Dunk - Leeds, the
Concrete Jungle festival and the Durham punk festival. I‟m sure there are many more I have missed.
Another alternative is to go abroad. If my math is right, Mighty Sounds in the Czech Republic works out at about
£25 for 3 days and beer is one euro. Another I have heard recommended is Punk and Disorderly in Berlin, but
there are literally thousands. Do some research, because these prices mean that even with flights it‟s cheaper
than Reading/Leeds.
It‟s not just the festivals that are ridiculously expensive these days - gigs are getting stupidly expensive too. I
won‟t even get started on the Sex Pistols tour! There are too many bands reforming and doing expensively
priced tours. We all know that bigger promoters are greedy bastards, but it is a real shame that some of the
pioneers of punk have sold out their beliefs to earn a few quid. All credit to the likes of the Buzzcocks and the
Damned who are still writing music and functioning as respectable bands, but some bands, who I won‟t bother
listing are making a mockery of everything they achieved.
Music is better live. I think that is something everyone would agree with, whatever genre they like. Even if you
like the Arctic Monkeys, I am sure they are better live (possibly). However, expensive gigs are making it more

and more difficult for people to see live bands
without making themselves skint. In Manchester we
are spoilt for choice with smaller gigs, which are
still in most cases way under £10. Many of these
include unsigned acts, but also many more
established acts are avoiding Academy type
venues. With this recession smaller promoters and
bands need your support more than ever and are
in the main better or at least more personal
atmospheres than bigger gigs anyway so check
them out, at least you won‟t be getting ripped off
by Mean Fiddler.
If I‟m preaching to the converted again (which I
know I am) sorry. If you don‟t look any further than
the Academy gig guide there are a whole load of
cheaper and better alternatives out there, which
will also leave your wallet feeling much healthier,
so give them your support!
Andy

CHECK OUT THE FOLLOWING:
www.ilovemanchestermusic.com is a forum dedicated to all that is going on musically in the local area.
It‟s a brilliant way to find out about what is going on gig wise in the North-West. There is also a TNS forum
on the site so come and chat shit with us
www.myspace.com/bombibiza
Our good friends at Bomb Ibiza put on quality ska gigs in Manchester. Come down to Ska Bar on the last
Sunday of every month at Retro Bar in Manchester and visit the club night at Satan‟s Hollow on the second
Saturday of the month.
www.slit.me.uk
Dean from Slit has been putting on some brilliant gigs this year in Manchester, including Inner Terrestrials,
Oi Polloi, Citizen Fish and Kill Youth Culture. Check out his site for upcoming shows.
http://www.myspace.com/therealcollective
These guys have also been putting on some amazing line ups. They have the likes of Shook Ones and
Lemuria coming up, which is fantastic news. Check the site for info.
There are loads of other quality gigs in Manchester so check out the forum and sorry if I haven‟t included
you. Drop me an email and let me know what you are putting on.
Second City Magazine
A new free Manchester music magazine, which is well worth getting hold of. They stock it all over town, but
you‟ll def find a copy at Retro Bar.
Rockers England
Manchester‟s best clothes shop is based on Oldham Street. Buy some creepers and check out our distro
stand whilst you are in there.
Fanzines
Beat Motel, Mild Peril, Lights Go Out, Ear Drum Buzz, Do the Dog Skazine, Burn Out, Negative Reaction,
Soap Suds and PVA, A Short Fanzine About Rocking.
Again, I will have missed loads. Basically, fanzines are mint. Read them.
Food
Pop Café in Manchester (Oldham Street) is a great vegetarian café, with a large menu and it‟s pretty
cheap too.

How to be a Band, Part 1
By Em from Bomb Ibiza Promotions
Now I‟ve never been a musician. I toyed with the technicalities of it at school, but I never had the patience for tedious
things like practising. So before I write another sentence I would like to make it very clear that (despite the title) this
commentary is in no way going to be aimed at preaching my musical opinions at people. Aside from the fact that I do
not have the technical skills to do so, I simply don‟t believe that anything about making or enjoying music is ever “right”
or “wrong” – it is purely personal preference.
Stick to the stuff you know. And after 120-odd gigs and injecting several thousands of pounds into the pockets of UK
and international bands, I know about making stuff happen. Specifically, I know a lot about organisation,
communication and sales. So this rant (which may become a series if Andy has the patience with me) is about what, in
my experience, DIY bands should do to give themselves the best possible chance of success at properly fulfilling that
description.
This particular episode is about responsibility. A lot of bands think that if they make good music they have the
automatic right to good billings and good money. Wrong. Any good Kantian will tell you that rights are only valid if
you live up to the responsibilities that mirror them.
A lot of people who aren‟t closely involved with running / attending gigs don‟t always understand the work that goes
into setting up a show. Equipment, venues, line-ups, sound engineers, timings and advertising don‟t sort themselves
(although admittedly Manchester has seen some ghastly examples of wannabe promoters in the last few years who fail
to understand this).
By agreeing to appear at a gig (for which they will invariably be paid), bands are not just accepting the responsibility
of playing music, their responsibilities are to be part of the end to end process, and whether they like it or not, their
promoters will evaluate them on this – often over and above their musical performance. So if you want the right to
more frequent, better quality gigs, here are my top tips:
1) Make sure you have made contact with the promoter in advance of the gig. Each party must understand what is
expected of them, and also be sure you exchange contact numbers.
2) Turn up on time, and add contingency to any journeys. If you have a useless stoner drummer who is notoriously
unreliable, lie to him about when you need to be there. If, despite this, you run late, let the promoter know.
3) Bring the right equipment. As a start, be sure what equipment is expected of you (refer point 1), but whatever you
do don‟t turn up without what you have been asked to bring – at least without warning the promoter and working hard
to find alternative solutions. It is simply not professional and frankly it is not fair on other bands.
4) Help with advertising. This is, of course, ultimately the promoter‟s responsibility, but at the end of the day if you
want people to watch you then it is completely in your interests to help out. Any decent promoter will provide you with
flyers / posters if asked, and believe me, they will be delighted to have the help. On top of the benefits that come out
of this, you will also be doing your own band‟s reputation / visibility in the scene a lot of good as a side-effect of the
marketing you‟ll get.
5) Be aware of the timeframe you have, and operate within it. Don‟t spend 40 minutes setting up because it didn‟t
occur to you to tune your guitar earlier. People will leave. Other bands will resent you.
6) Support the other bands on the bill. Promoters (and punters) always notice and acknowledge this, and the benefits
you‟ll get from networking with other bands on the back of it is invaluable.
7) Enjoy yourself! Being paid to play the music you love is supposed to be the dream! Not all shows go to plan, but
making the most of everything and having a good attitude is a massive part of my own definition of “success” and I
know most other promoters feel the same way.
Hopefully most / all of this is obvious, but you would be very, very surprised at how few bands tick all of the boxes.
Those who do sadly often end up being regularly “put upon” by promoters as a result of their unflinching reliability. At
times they are taken for granted, but in the long run they are the bands who get the breaks. Rights and responsibilities.
To you bands out there, please don‟t think I‟m pretending to know all of the answers – I definitely don‟t. Take this as it
is intended, to make people think & to recognise good attributes / challenge weaker ones as appropriate.
And finally to all you punters (the people who ultimately foot the bill for all of these shenanigans!) I hope this has been
an interesting insight as to one corner of the DIY jigsaw puzzle. Next time you wonder why some bills look the way they
do, keep your eyes open as well as your ears and you might just see why.

THE ‘TOUR CHALLENGE’ CHALLENGE
For a while now the TNS bands have been setting each other tour challenges and we thought it was a tradition
that we needed to spread.
Basically if any band you know is setting off on a tour give them a few challenges, which they must complete and
provide photographic evidence of. Should they complete these challenges they must surely been seen as heroes
for eternity. Should they fail, well can they ever really show their faces again. In fact, the future probably
involves life as a Fall Out Boy cover band or wearing long pointy shoes, growing floppy hair and listening to
bands like Franz Ferdinand.
There are some rules. For starters, you can‟t just set challenges which will hurt or upset people too much, we are
not complete wankers. We‟d much prefer things that are funny, rather than just offensive. Also, if there is no
evidence, the challenge was never really completed. Finally if no-one sets you any challenges, just set your own.
Here are a few we‟ve set in the past to give you an idea. Feel free to take any of these on.
Get a funny tattoo (perhaps specify what it is in advance)
Give a piggy back to a tramp
Go skinny dipping
Steal a garden gnome
Ride a horse
Hi-five a farmer
Get kicked out of a castle
Lick an emo fringe
Drink crème-de-menthe in a Scottish pub
Smoke through your ear
At the end of every gig ask the crowd to give it up for Chris and John
Get a photo of yourselves with someone wearing white stilettos
Get a photo of each band member with a cat. It has to be a different cat for each member
I‟m sure you get the general idea. You should basically think of something ridiculous and get your mates to do it
so they look daft.
Feel free to email any good ones to thatsnotskanking@hotmail.com and I‟ll send them to the bands.
I think this could really take off, so if you are going on tour yourselves, email us and we‟ll come up with some for
your band.
And for your amusement, here are some that have been completed. Enjoy!
(left) My personal favourite;
give a piggy back to a tramp - completed by Bev TNS
(below) Lick an emos fringe
Completed by Cotty, from the Emos

Get Mike Pollitt from the Shadowcops name tattooed
on you:
Completed by Matt Woods - Revenge of...

Get a worse badly spelt „Pollitte‟ tattoo:
Completed by Revenge of… roadie/bitch - Phill

(right) Go skinny dipping:
Completed by Pollitt and
Mackle of the Shadowcops
(there are other photos I am
not prepared to print)
(left) White stiletto girls:
Completed by Cotty from the
Emos
(Bottom Right):
Cotty loves his tour
challenges. Here he is
smoking through his ear

Ride a horse:
Completed by
Andy
Psychotronic

RECOMMENDED:
Ok, so I started writing this as a sort of „My Favourite Albums Ever‟ type of thing, but then got bored of listing
the same classic CDs that everyone already has. I then tried a „My Favourite Albums this Year ‟; but which year
is that? There aren‟t enough 2009 albums yet for my liking. Best of 2008? Well, that‟s so last year.
So, I‟ve settled on the quintessentially catchy „4 Albums that you might not have heard before but definitely should
listen to them because they’re awesome, as I’m sort of a big deal‟.
1. The Arrogant Sons of Bitches – „Three Cheers For Disappointment‟ - 2006
This album is the definition of bitter-sweet. Over 13 tracks, the now defunct Long Island septet tell tales of
break-ups, redundancies and revenge that are so angry and resentful that they become positively uplifting.
Nonchalantly sloppy horn lines, epic shout-along choruses, and lyrics sharp enough to have an eye out seal the
deal, this record is a triumph.
2. Youngblood Brass Band – „Is that a Riot?‟ – 2006
Imagine if Wu Tang Clan and Louis Armstrong came together to conduct a brass band made up of Rage
Against the Machine-loving teenagers, and you‟re starting to get an idea of what YBBB sound like.
A completely uncontrived mash-up of majestic soundscapes, thrashy brass beat-downs, topped with lightning
fast emceeing – this one is for people looking to expand their musical horizons.
3. We Are The Union – „Who We Are‟ – 2008
Like the ASOB‟s more attractive brother, WATU‟s debut is like a musical ray of sunshine. Pop-punk meets ska
(without sounding like a 90‟s ska-boom cliché), an unobtrusive political slant and a heart-warmingly
self-affirming theme. I can‟t put into words how much I like this album, so I‟m not even going to try.
Go listen, now.
4. The Skatalites – „Ball of Fire‟ – 1998
Chilled out, jazzed up trad ska. Everyone knows the history of the Skatalites, and if you don‟t – get reading, so
let‟s talk about this album; blistering solos, with that unstoppable, unmistakable groove running throughout
makes this a head-bobbing, foot-shuffling, summer BBQ album of the gods.
Francis

The mighty Zeke are one of my favourite bands in the world.
Their back catalogue is mind-blowingly impressive and needs to
be checked out by anyone who likes pedal to the metal, full
throttle punk rock-n-roll. If you like the likes of Motorhead and
the Dwarves you will already know how good Zeke are. Quite
simply, they are what punk rock should sound like!
I was recently perusing their website and decided to drop them
an email about the fanzine. Drummer, Donny Paycheck was
good enough to get back to me. Here is what he had to say:
TNS. How’s the new album going? Do you have a title or any
songs finished?
DP. I can't give out any solid info except to say we have a few
songs done, I'm not sure of the names and I have no idea of a title.
TNS. Can we expect you back in the UK at any point in the near
future? It would be awesome if you toured here again.
DP. Probably not for a couple years. The State of Washington has
revoked my passport for back child support payments and will not
release it until it's paid in full.
TNS. How have you found UK audiences compared to US ones in the past?
DP. Depending on the city of course but I feel we have been well received in most places and I love the country so I
am looking forward to the day I can return.
TNS. How is the new line up working out?
DP. Perfectly. We have Jason Freeman from the RC5 on Bass. When we where audition bass player after Mark
Pierce had left it was between Jeff and Jason so Jason was a no brainer.
TNS. If you had to pick your favourite Zeke album, which would you choose and why?
DP. Death Alley just for pure aggression and musicianship, not only does it melt your face it is very articulate
crossing punk and metal, in a way I don't think was ever accomplished before.
TNS. I hear you have a tattoo shop. Is that something
you see continuing if Zeke were to split? Do you tattoo
yourself then?
DP. Yes my shop is actually a hair and tattoo shop. My
wife is a hair dresser and she runs the place, and no I
don't tattoo, especially myself. We will keep the place
going no matter what, but Zeke has split before and at
this point we will always be a band it will just depend on
the situation how active we are.
TNS. What five records would you recommend to a
Zeke fan?
DP. Ramones - Leave Home
Black Flag - Damage
Motorhead - Overkill
Dwarves - Blood Guts & Pussy
Slayer - South of Heaven
TNS. What has been the best thing about being in Zeke?
DP. Being able to fulfil my dreams of playing music for a living, travelling the world and making records. I had this
dream as a young kid and always knew that's what I was going to do and who I was going to be. There is nothing
more satisfying than accomplishing what you set out to do, I am happy to have been able to do that. I didn't get rich
nor did I become an MTV star who filled stadiums and sold millions of records but we're not The Offspring. We
never sold out we stuck to what we did and we are happy with who and what we are. I will say that if you are not
happy with what you do and you are in it for the money, you might as well go to college and get a high paying job
because Rock and Roll is a labour of love.
Questions by Andy and Matt Woods

Los Salvadores are one of my
favourite finds so far this year. Both
their Attack of the Clones album and
their Excerpt From a Ward EP are
fantastic and have been spending
some serious time in my CD player.
They combine a raw punk sound with
folk elements and come out with a
really unique sound. I recently saw
them live for the first time and they
were impeccably tight. These really
are a must see band. We already have
them booked for the Ignition festival
at August bank holiday so check them
out. Here is what they had to say.
Questions: Andy
Answers: G and Marf
TNS) You seem to have a wide variety
of influences ranging from hardcore
through to folk, which gives you a
unique sound. How did your sound
develop and what influenced decisions such as the inclusion of a mandolin?
G) We started out as a fairly straight folk punk band, hence the mandolin. Our early EPs really reflect that. But
we‟re all very open to new ideas so our sound has changed organically over the years, basically because we
let stuff happen. Sometimes silly stuff happens, and we have to say „wait a minute...‟ But there are very few
constraints... we‟ve tried some really outlandish ideas at practice and some have stuck. We always try to do
what‟s good for the song we‟re working on at the time. Although Marf and I write most of the songs, when they
get to practice, everyone throws ideas into the mix. We all suggest stuff to each other, there are no egos. So
the keyboard player might suggest an idea for a bass line and I might hum a mandolin lead I think would
sound cool. It‟s very open.
TNS) Do you find that your sound makes you a more versatile band? For example, do you find you can fit
onto a variety of different line ups? What sort of gigs are your favourites to play?
G) Yeah, maybe. I think the various elements in our sound allow people to define us according to their own
musical reference points... for example our drummer is heavily influenced by ex-Pantera drummer Vinnie Paul,
and often metal fans will come up and say „love the double bass drum work‟ because they recognise and can
relate to that style of drumming. And I guess folk punk fans appreciate the mandolin and ska fans like the
wandering bass lines and organ sound in a lot of our songs.
But we mainly play punk gigs, and I think that is where we are most at home. Our delivery is pretty intense and
proper punk crowds look for that. Saying that we do get some weird bookings. We‟re playing Party in the
Park in Galhampton in July, and that‟s a proper family orientated one day festival. There are only 10 bands
on the bill, The Beat and Neville Staple are headlining; we are by far the heaviest band and I just hope they
know what they are getting! Can‟t wait though, it looks awesome.
TNS) You released your album on Corndog Records. How did this come about and how important do you
think DIY labels are to the UK music scene? What is your opinion of the UK underground music scene at
the moment?
G) Our mandolin player was mates with a guy called Andrew Culture who writes Beat Motel zine. Andrew put
us on in Ipswich and decided he wanted to help us put out an album on the strength of that, and because he‟s a
great bloke.
The whole experience taught us a lot, mainly that nowadays there are much more important things than having
a record deal with a big label – you can do so much of it yourself, or with mates, and in that sense DIY labels
are the future.
We spoke to a management company in London recently who we are hoping to work with later this year. They
described the current situation as a cottage industry, and I think that decentralisation is a really positive thing
for the underground music scene, and music as a whole.
The underground scene at the moment is very strong if you know where to look. There are pockets of
awesomeness all over the country. There is an amazingly tight network of great ska, punk and hardcore

promoters in south east London who regularly fill venues and put on quality bands from all over the country – Pus
Promos, Rotten Luck gigs, Polite Riot... they all work incredibly hard and it pays off.
The London punk scene in general is very interesting right now. There are some very good bands in the capital at
the moment. We feel honoured to have been noticed!
We‟ve also played some great gigs with some great bands in Nottingham recently. And South Wales is another
favourite. At the end of last year we did a few dates in towns like Bridgend and Neath, but also a tiny village
up the valleys called Blaengarw, and there were 200 people there. We weren‟t expecting that at all, and
we‟re still not sure where they came from or how they got there, but it was great.
And Manchester! We‟ve only played there once, but we were blown away by the turn out on a Sunday night.
You just don‟t get that in Kent – it‟s just too fractured.
TNS) You recently released a new EP. What can people expect from this release and are you happy with the
results?
Marf) We decided to spend a bit of money on a proper studio for this EP as we were pretty disappointed with
the sound quality of the last CD. We went to Outhouse Studios in Reading and the result was a very polished,
very produced sounding EP. That‟s just not our style. We wanted something that was a bit raw to tap into what
we do at the shows.
In terms of songs, it‟s kind of a transitional EP. The first track Act II has a harder edge to it, something we‟re
bringing in a bit more with the newer songs we are writing. Seasons is somewhere in the middle of what we did
on Attack of The Clones and our current set, and Still Superstition has a pretty strong ska vibe. It‟s quite far
removed from our folk-punk beginnings.
TNS) What are your plans long term and what would you ultimately see as a success for the band?
Marf) More hard gigging – as far as our jobs will allow! Ultimately we want to make enough money from gigs
to be able to quit our day jobs and hit the road. We aren‟t fame hungry; we just genuinely love playing, and to
get paid enough for a meal, a bed and petrol every day would be phenomenal.
www.lossalvadores.co.uk

SENSE OF URGENCY
As announced earlier in the fanzine, we’ll be releasing a 3 way split EP later in the year featuring
Stand Out Riot, A War Against Sound and Sense of Urgency. Sense of Urgency combine ska with a more
hardcore edge really effectively and their live show is fantastic. I’m really excited about getting them
recorded. Here is what guitarist Declan had to say:
TNS) I gather SoU have been playing for a decade now. Any plans to celebrate that amazing
achievement? What have been the best and worst bits? How has your sound changed during that time?
D) Being asked to be on the split EP was a great way to mark the 10 years. It will be the first thing we've ever
released with the help of a label. Despite playing so long, we've only ever recorded about 10 songs, even
though we've played a countless number of new material live. Everyone's looking forward to having something
properly pressed and promoted and hopefully that will lead to more gigs and more people hearing our music.
The worst part of playing for so long is the inevitable shift around in band members. Just when you think you've
got a steady line-up, someone will quit and you're back to square one trying to put a band together again. The
best parts are playing a good live show and seeing people enjoying themselves. That's all we really ask.
We started off as a really poppy sounding punk and ska band. The music got received really well but the
longer we carried on playing, we just wanted to play harder and faster. Nice, upbeat catchy ska bands sounds
all well and good, but we just prefer music with a bit more edge and balls.
TNS) So you are from Stoke. What's good about the Potteries? How does the Stoke music scene compare to
Manchester?
D) There used to be a lot of good ska and punk shows in the area and quite a few bands about. 5 or 6 years
ago we were playing busy venues with Big D, Mustard Plug, RX bandits and the UK bands like Lightyear and
King Prawn but for a busy show or to see a band like that now, you've got to get yourself to Manchester or
another similar city. I don't really know much about the hardcore shows but from a punk or ska perspective,
there's not much about. Also, there's a good relationship between promoters, bands and punters in Manchester
which is always a great thing. Saying that, Wiv from Rising Strike has just started putting bands back on in the
Stoke area and so hopefully there'll be a new interest in the music in the area. He's already got bands like
Harijan, War Against Sound and The Emos booked to play, so if people catch these shows, they should
hopefully be converted.
TNS) You are releasing a split EP on TNS later this year. What can we expect from the material?
D) The 2 songs we wrote recently are in the same vein as our other stuff, but I think they're sounding a lot more
well constructed and well written. There tends to be a bit less ska in the newer songs which is completely
unintentional. Is just gonna be a mix of loud, high energy punk and ska with powerful horns and venomous
vocals. Hopefully it will capture the way we like to play live.
TNS) What else do you have planned for 2009? I hear a full length album may be on the cards?
D) It depends on how quick we write and funding recording etc. At the moment we're just focusing on getting
everything ready for the EP and looking forward to the shows coming up.
TNS) I really like how you combine hardcore with ska. You don't see a Kid Dynamite influence in many
ska bands and it's something that really appeals to me. Have you always had that hardcore element and
how do you incorporate the variety of
influences into your song writing
process?
D) We've all listened to bands like Kid
Dynamite and Ensign since we were
younger, along with Operation Ivy, Link 80
and bands like that. I'd say when we were
younger we had elements of hardcore in a
few tunes but gradually got more and more
into our faster stuff which shows. The writing
process is just whatever comes naturally at
the time i suppose. Whatever's going
through everyone's head. If 6 people
agree it sounds good, then we get to work
on making it better.

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STRUMMERCAMP FESTIVAL
The whole idea of Strummercamp started not long after the death of Joe Strummer. I put on a big tribute night at
the Witchwood in Ashton which was a complete sell out and a fantastic night, around the same time I met Kev who
put on Manchester Calling; an all dayer in tribute to Joe and The Clash at the Night and Day. We met up a few
times with the idea of putting on something really special in Joe's name, in Manchester. Kev had been to
Glastonbury several times as part of Joe's camp which he and friends set up, Joe loved the idea of festivals so it
seemed fitting that we put on a festival! Strummercamp!
We started from absolute scratch and were determined to do it totally independently, avoiding sponsorship and
corporate backing believing we could put on a great weekend funded only by ticket sales. It‟s really difficult
getting the event advertised with no funds and a small number of people doing it. We've built a small team of
committed 'Amigos' over the 4 years who get together around 6 months before the event and get to work. Its all
done not for profit with people giving up most of their spare time, evening and weekend meetings, council
meetings, flyers, posters, getting the line up together, marquees, toilets, catering, website, tickets, a million phone
calls!!
It all comes together and at the end of the weekend we're generally proud and pleased that we've pulled it
off! Its hard to explain why you put yourself through so much stress and aggro but its a real labour of love done
with absolute passion and a belief that we're doing something of significance. To me, The Clash and particularly
Joe were a massive influence from around the age of 12, their music and attitude was a constant background to
my life and still is… I think Joe was always a forward thinking positive person who tried to change things and
make people question themselves… always open to ideas and listening to people with a real world view of
everything; music, politics, people…
Some of my personal favourite moments over the years have been actually getting through the first one
successfully. I ended up at the hospital most of the last day with my 4 year old son, getting back in the evening
with Goldblade finishing their encore and Neville Staple's Specials turning up about 45 minutes before their
headline stage time! Great aftershow parties in the clubhouse bar with impromptu sessions going on, having old
friends of Joe's along such as Tymon Dogg and Richard Dudanski who really loved the whole thing... All the great
bands we've been able to put on, The King Blues, Sonic Boom Six, The Men They Couldn't Hang, Sham 69, UK
Subs, Eddie Tenpole Tudor, Hugh Cornwell, The
Beat, Neck, a personal favourite was Rory
McLeod who travelled from the Shetland isles to
be with us, one of the most talented, underated,
nicest guys you could meet. All in all I think the
best thing about Strummercamp is the atmosphere
created by the people, we've never had any
'incidents' whatsoever. Everyone really seems to
get what its about.
Looking forward this year to all the bands and
meeting some of the great people, the TNS
bands, Billy Bragg, Mike Peters Alarm who we've
been trying to get since the first year, of course
The Damned… Reggae artist Golty Farabeau,
The Mahones, Canadas finest Irish punk band!
Also we'll have a proper comedy club with around
20 comedians over the weekend. A five a side
football tournament, get your team in shape...
For the weekend ticket price of Fifty Nine Fifty
people can expect a great atmosphere, a
fantastic line up with a real mix of music, guest
DJ's, real ale, cheap beer. excellent catering, free
camping and parking on a secure site with
excellent, friendly security. The Only Festival That
Matters!!!
Lastly, big thanks for support and involvement to
Andy and Bev from TNS, Kathy at Rockers, every
band that has played any of our fund raiser gigs,
Paul at Manchester Radio Online, anyone who
hands out flyers and sticks up a poster and of
course Manchester Rugby Club.
By Phil Fitz..

CD REVIEWS
Bullet Treatment - Designated vol.1 (Fat Wreck)
This 7 inch is a really interesting concept. Anyone familiar with Bullet Treatment
will know that they are pretty much the world‟s best hardcore super group.
Members of many awesome bands come and go and play in the band. This
time the same track has been recorded 6 times, but each version has a
different vocalist who has added their own lyrics and song title. The track is a
pretty decent fast hardcore tune and it‟s crazy how different it sounds with
each different singer. It‟s a bit of a mad idea, but I actually think it works.
Sure, it‟s a bit of a novelty inclusion in my collection, but it‟s worth checking out.
I thought that Sturg from the Star Fucking Hipsters did well and Tim of Rise
Against fame also stood out. His track sounds like Rise Against did before they
went a bit emo. My favourite of the six however, goes to „Win the Day‟ by
Russ from Only Crime. Would be great to do a TNS version of this.
Andy
The Gaslight Anthem - Great Expectations (Sideonedummy)
Up tempo rock with a country blues taint that builds up into a hurried and
catchy chorus, is going to continue the upward trend in the momentum of these
New Brunswick melody rockers. A yearning Bruce Springsteen tug attaches to
the vocal strut of Brian Fallon, as another commercial goblet is plucked from
the treasure chest that is last year‟s 2nd album, „The 59 Sound‟.
An earthy acoustic jaunt, „Miles Davis & The Cool‟, bears out Fallon‟s duskier
side and his vocals have a more protracted feel to draw out nostalgia and
reflection. The Gaslight Anthem has managed to adopt a style that sees them
suitable for features in both indie and rock media forums. They are an A&R
dude‟s dream.
David Adair
New Found Glory; Not Without A Fight (Epitath Records)
With guitar hooks that you could use to pick up a small animal, New Found Glory still continue to nail their colours ever so proudly to
the pop punk mast. Aptly titled opener, „Right Where We Left off‟ wrestles bouncingly with an oft visited subject matter of theirs, lust
as a weapon and the pitfalls attached to feelings of it. The balance between chugging rhythm and the bemused vocal projection of
Jordan Pundik, is something that producer Mark Hoppus (Blink 182) has obviously paid some attention to. A more stirring take on punk
„Listen To Your Friends‟, whilst having a typical high school rock theme comes from the school of yearning song building that is
synonymous with British punks A. Especially in the more drawn out vocals akin to the style Jason Perry always used to good effect.
It may come as a dose of bitter disappointment to those who have followed these Florida tykes over the past decade and more, but
there is an element of maturity to the lyrics and the song style tends to draw out the mood a lot more. „Truck Stop Blues‟ displays
better than most their meaningful lyrical strut, as life on the road is robbed of its glory;
“I‟m in a different state every night, we‟re kept together by telephone lines.
The mile markers help me count down the next time I‟ll be around,
the only thing I rely on is fallen leaves.”
Old skool Rock N‟ Roll riffs gives „I‟ll Never Love Again‟ a nostalgic edge and their heavier side is leant on in the metal touching,
„Reasons‟ and continues into the demoralised, „Such A Mess‟ .
There is a veil of darkness that is beginning to hide some of the frivolity and an emo trickle runs through the album, especially in the
lyrics. Every album of this ilk needs a tear jerking power ballad and, in „Heartless At Best‟ N F G has just this. „Don‟t Let This Be The
End‟, is the epitome of the ballsy, pop punk sound that has given this Florida troupe continuing success. It looks like they still have the
vigour and rhythm to keep it going for some years yet.
David Adair
Guantanamo Babes - iMenos Hipotecas Y Mas Discotecas (Self released)
This is pretty promising stuff. GB offer upbeat ska-core with energetic vocals and good use of brass. It‟s pretty catchy throughout and
is definitely one of the best things I‟ve been sent to review lately. I imagine Capdown are a big influence. This rings through in Apes
and Ladders through the vocals and the sax sound. This was also my personal favourite although the fast paced and more punky
opener, Paint it Beige is also pretty mint. I also thought the almost Dead Kennedies playing ska feel to Abandon Ship offered a nice
burst of energy. Overall, eight promising tracks and I‟ll certainly keep an eye out for future releases and live shows.
Andy
Liam O‟Kane - Happy Days Sad Songs (Do the Dog)
DTD seem to be releasing quite a few of these solo acoustic ska albums at the moment and this one, from Jimmy the Squirrel front
man, Liam O‟Kane is possibly my favourite so far. I‟m a big fan of JTS so was eager to hear this. The vocals are strong throughout
and he certainly offers some of the catchy melodies, which make JTS so good. It did take me a few listens and to be honest acoustic
albums are not usually my thing so 12 tracks was probably a bit too much for me personally. That said, it has whet the appetite nicely
for the new JTS album, which promises to be amazing. Rude Boy Stop There was probably my favourite, with interesting use of a
variety of instruments.
Andy
Rise Against - Audience Of One (DCG Records)
Illinois born irreverence continues to be spewed out by this Tim McIlrath led spiky punk purveyors. However, this ironically titled single
that proceeds a nearly sold out European tour is of a more personal nature, exchanging political jabs and jibes for personal
searching and pondering.

McIllrath flits his vocal range between pleading, desperate and plain lost. Slow and meaty percussion jabs flow almost eerily into the
revolving rhythmic guitar lunges of the lead singer himself. Alongside Bad Religion and Pennywise, Rise Against continue to show that
erstwhile, heart on sleeve punk is not a thing of the past and longevity is definitely not a stranger to at least some modern punk
restorers.
David Adair
The Scaredy Cats - The Scaredy Cats (self released)
This South London band play a distinctive brand of technically proficient two tone ska with a swing edge to it. They have joint vocals
throughout (one male, one female) and this gives an interesting edge to the sound. The brass is also well played throughout. I‟d possibly
make comparisons to The Skints. „It‟s Not You It‟s Me‟ was my favourite. It‟s pretty catchy and the joint vocals work well.
The Beatsteaks-esque pre-chorus is great. All 5 tracks are well done, but I‟d highlight final track „Tom‟ as another favourite. The vocal
melodies are really strong, with decent harmonies. The breakdown is also good and builds the song up well. These are certainly a band
I‟d like to hear more from. They would be very much at home on a label like Do the Dog.
Andy
The Steady Boys - Roots (Do the Dog)
I‟ve been aware of these guys for quite a while and it was good to see they have been snapped up by Do the Dog. They are perhaps
not your typical DTD band. There is a two tone feel to some of their songs, but there are lots of different sounds covered. This is
perhaps due to having 3 song writers. The Clash seem to be a big influence as do the Buzzcocks. In fact opener „Run to the Guns‟
massively reminds me of both of these bands, starting with Buzzcocks style melodies, but leaping into a Clash-esque breakdown, which
certainly aint a bad way to kick off this album. The two-tone sound shines through in my personal favourite, „Rewind the Mess‟.
„Dead End Jobs‟ is another highlight. Again, it has a Buzzcocks edge and it really highlights the bands pop sensibilities. „Can‟t Hear the
Alarm‟ is also good, with a more punk edge to the sound and maybe a bit of a folk punk influence, with decent gang vocals. Although
it‟s very easy to compare these guys to other bands, there are not all that many bands doing what they do these days, which makes this
CD a quite refreshing listen, although tracks such as „North by North‟ are perhaps a little close to the bands influences for my liking. At
times the mixture of different styles makes it a little disjointed, but overall this album delivers. It‟s an impressive release from a very
promising band and I look forward to seeing them live.
Andy
Thursday – Common Existence (Epitaph)
I always thought that Thursday were the most innovative and exciting of the barrage of post-hardcore bands who burst into prominence
at the start of the decade. Their songs have always been more mature and edgy than some of the efforts of the more pop biased acts
in the genre.
This reinforces my opinion as it is a solid return. The songs are intelligently structured musically and the vocals are powerful throughout.
Personally I prefer the faster, more riff laden material at the start of the album, particularly the excellent opener, „Resurrection of A
Dead Man‟. Some of the more atmospheric slower material on show isn‟t particularly my cup of tea, but it is well executed. I also find
some tracks a bit over experimental at times. The otherwise impressive final track, „You Were the Cancer‟ goes a bit over the top with
synths in the breakdown. Still this is a pretty impressive piece of music, which will perhaps not be to everyone‟s taste but will be loved
by the bands solid fan base.
Andy
The Vipers - The Boys on the Burning Deck (Northern Hoodoo)
These are very highly rated around these parts for their fuzzed up garage rock sound and I can certainly see them becoming pretty
popular. You can‟t not mention the fact that they have two bassists, one playing the more traditional bass parts and the other playing
the distorted more rhythmic sounds. I wasn‟t 100% sure how well this worked live, but it‟s well mixed on this CD giving the beefy sound
it‟s intended for. Their overall sound is a bit like 80‟s Matchbox B Line Disaster and they will definitely appeal to anyone who likes that
sort of stuff. Personally I liked the more trashy surf punk sound they offer in „Rats‟ a lot. In terms of my own personal taste I‟d like to
hear more of this side of the sound than the more garage stuff from the Vipers, but that is a taste thing. I think the vocals are better
when he puts a bit more aggression
into them and this was definitely my
favourite track. Another highlight is
House of Flies which has good vocal
melodies and the guitar sound is
good. It‟s also a bit faster, which I
liked. The Death Rattle is more
hardcore, with a hint of the Bronx,
which I particularly like.
The Vipers are a hard working band
who do what they do very well. To
be completely honest it‟s not strictly
my cup of tea, but I do appreciate
this CD and would not hesitate in
recommending it to people who like
trashy garage punk rock n‟ roll as
there are not many bands, certainly
not locally, who do this better than
the Vipers. This is well recorded, well
played and could lead to big things
for them.
Andy

LIVE REVIEWS
The JB Conspiracy, the Fractions, Laffin, the Stopouts - Retro Bar, Manchester - 06/02/09
The Retro Bar is already looking packed out tonight as ska band The Stopouts take the first slot. Rich reggae
undertones make for almost danceable moments, but tonight the brass is a little too overpowering. Nevertheless it is a
great start to the evening, and tracks such as Pretty Girls which showcase the more serious side of the band sound
promising.
Next band up, Laffin, keep in line with the night's slick ska line up and belt out tune after tune of jazz and blues infused
ska punk. You cannot watch this band without drawing your attention to towards the lead singer's hair - its something
of a mix between an 80's mullet and long flowing dreadlocks. This care-free creative vibe runs through the whole
band and the same can be said of their music. Their melodic contributions and outbursts of brass shouldn't work, but
they do, leaving the audience satisfied again.
The Fractions from Rochdale fill the place of support band with ease, after all it was only in November that they
supported Rancid on the Sheffield date of their UK tour. After bagging the slot of their dreams the band are
reassuringly still happy to play small venues in the city and tonight their enthusiasm shines through. Bursting into first
song We Were Kings, The Fractions showcase their trademark genre mix up, adding bouncy ska upstrokes to an
already eccentric combination of vocals. The Retro Bar is ready to burst, but Repeater still gets the majority of the
crowd dancing whilst Streets Of Ancoats provides a local twist.
The JB Conspiracy (previously known as Duff Muffin) clearly have a large number of hardcore fans here tonight who
appreciate along with the rest of us the slick bass melodies and crisp vocals. Technical problem! - It's a breeze for The
JB Conspiracy who play on and continue to wow the crowd. Their flawless mixes means that we don't stop dancing and
shout-along choruses make this a show to remember. The JB Conspiracy have a long drive back to the south ahead, but
in our eyes and their's it was worth the effort for such a fantastic performance tonight.
Sam
Reel Big Fish, Suburban Legends, Random Hand - Manchester Academy 2, 15/02/09
Random Hand seem to be everywhere at the minute. Not content with taking their own headlining shows around the UK
they are now touring with Reel Big Fish. Taking to the stage tonight their sound seems lighter than usual - probably put
down to the fact that we are no longer standing in the crowded Retro Bar basement but in Manchester's Academy
2. Nevertheless, the boys from Keighley are obviously enjoying themselves whilst winning over the growing audience,
and there are definitely a few hardcore fans dancing away down the front! Anthropology is impressive with its
hypnotic samples and steady rapping vocals. There couldn't have been a better band to start the night in such fashion.
Having admitted recently to friends that I'd never before seen Suburban Legends, I was told they were my 'perfect
band'. They weren't far off. A wacky and eclectic mix of melodies and audience interaction warms up the crowd
nicely. If only they would stop going on about California and Americana and throw in a bit more of that synchronsied
dancing that they do best.
Energy-a-plenty, this band wouldn't go wrong as a youngsters introduction to the likes of Reel Big Fish and Less Than
Jake. In all seriousness (one thing they do lack) the brass stands out tonight and is tighter than even the Reel Big Fish
set. Warning: Mirrored dance moves are a novelty which does not last the entire set.
By the time Reel Big Fish take to the stage the venue is packed to the rafters and raring to go. They plough through a
recognisable rollercoaster ride of hits with a breeze. Academy 2 is fit to burst yet the majority of people still manage
to dance along to their favourites.
For the day after Valentine's, Suckers Who Don‟t Believe in Love goes down a treat. It is most definitely the tracks from
album Cheer Up! that make the biggest impact tonight.
But disaster strikes as lead singer Aaron Barrett forgets the words a few times and plays a series of wrong chords,
meaning several songs have to be started twice.
Thankfully the forgiving crowd go wild for She's Got A Girlfriend Now and the circus continues. The highlight for sure is
Beer which prompts a mass sing-along-dance-athon down the front. 'What more could you want on a Sunday evening?'
I think as Reel Big Fish leave the stage...
But as the band respond to chants and cheers and come back to perform their encore they jump straight into a cover of
Take On Me. Forget their mess ups tonight, forget your valentine's woes - Take On Me gets the whole room dancing,
yes - even the parents at the side. Perfect proof that Reel Big Fish really are everyone's ska guilty pleasures.
Sam.
MAGAZINE / LINDER / IPSO FACTO—Manchester Academy 1, Tuesday 17th February 2009
It‟s 28 years since post-punk icons Magazine have graced a stage with their presence, and I for one hadn‟t expected to
hear the news of a reformation tour, instead being consigned to have lost them to the chapters of history. I always have
mixed feelings about such ventures, especially when the band hasn‟t released any new material, and this was no doubt
somewhat of a nostalgia trip for the majority of the 40/50 something crowd in attendance tonight. Being the ripe old
age of 24 though, Magazine had split 3 years before I was even born, so for me it was more of an opportunity to
finally catch up with a band which had until now only taken pride of place in my record collection.
I missed the first support, Ipso Facto, but turned up just in time to catch Linder, the female artist and vocalist who was
responsible for the front cover of Magazine‟s 1978 album “Real Life”. To be honest I don‟t really like being negative
about bands, but whilst her other forms of art may be revered by many I‟m afraid her vocal “art” really didn‟t float

my boat. I‟m hard pushed to make comparisons, but on a limb I‟d say her and the band sat somewhere between Gang
of Four and The Cocteau Twins… Excellent you may think, but with the main problem being that in trying so hard to be
different they seemed to have forgotten to write any actual songs. It was exactly that – pretentious, art-school,
shoegazing bullshit, and perhaps I missed the point, but then again opinions are like arseholes eh? Everyone‟s got one!
Magazine, on the other hand, were of a complete different class. Tonight saw four-fifths of the original line-up power
through a 90 minute set with an ease with which one might think they‟d never been away. Devoto led from the front like
the true showman he is, rallying his men under an expanse of different guises. From the big top ringmaster in “The
Great Beautician in the Sky”, through the orchestral conductorship of “A Song From Under the Floorboards”, right
through to semi-ecclesiastical ramblings of “The Book” (the lyrics of which were read out from a makeshift lectern which
could very well have been extracted from the Cathedral altar down the road).
Ever the sublime orator Devoto is, tonight would obviously not have been possible without the work of the tremendous
musicians backing him up. John Doyle‟s drumming was flawless, and needed to be when the other half of your rhythm
section is perhaps one of the greatest bass guitarists of the past 30 years in Barry Adamson. Standing in on guitar for
the late John McGeogh (who unfortunately passed away in 2004) was a chap by the name of Noko, from Devoto‟s
other musical project, Luxuria, and it must be said he filled those boots magnificently. With all of this topped off by the
excellent ivory work of Dave Formula the band launched into two encores, the second of which was a cover of Captain
Beefheart‟s “I Love You, You Big Dummy” which rounded off the night sublimely.
The only gripes I‟d have would be personal ones in that I would have given and taken a few from the overall set list,
but that‟s neither here nor there, and also there appeared on the surface to be a distinct lack of crowd interaction
throughout the majority of the set, only for it to erupt with set closer “Shot by Both Sides”. It seems quite a large section
of the crowd had paid 25 quid to see one song and spent the rest of the time shuffling around. So much for the credit
crunch eh?
Finally, a quick note on the venue, 3 issues - 1 good and 2 bad. This was the first time I‟d been in the new look
Academy 1 tonight, and I must say that the sound was absolutely top notch. The clarity was immaculate and the volume
was spot on. All too often at bigger gigs recently I‟ve seen the council out in force with their fucking killjoy sticks
measuring the noise levels, which has meant the resulting show was no louder than a James Blunt fart – so well done on
that one Academy!
On the negative side though, I fail to see why there was any need for, throughout the whole gig, lights as bright as
Gabriel‟s own anus shining down on the crowd section. It‟s no doubt a silly health and safety thing, but how the band
are meant to build up any kind of atmosphere to a song like “Permafrost” in that environment is beyond me. In a similar
vein, I know the government have ruined it for us all with the smoking legislation, however I do still like to have a
cigarette in between bands, so refusing pass-outs for smokers is pretty diabolical to be fair. It‟s just uncomfortable to
be cramped inside for 3 hours without a fag! Perhaps that‟s something I can rant about another time anyway.
Nevertheless a very enjoyable night on the whole… Here‟s to hoping that Magazine do what Mission of Burma did and
record some new material matching, or even topping what they did in their heyday!
Mike Pollitt
Rise Against, Anti-Flag - Liverpool 02 Academy, 23/02/2009
You ‟d think that the rowdy, political nettle grappling Pennsylvanian punks Anti-Flag would have ran out of angst,
bemusement and things to stand up against, given that their country now has the President they so sorely wanted and
that the Steelers won the Super Bowl this year. Bleach haired bellowing bassist, Chris Barker soon puts paid to that
idea, as he struts onto stage and implores everyone to;
“Raise Your middle Fingers!”
The salute that followed could have graced any trooping of the colours. It leads neatly into the old school punk tirade,
„Fuck Police Brutality‟. Justin Sane‟s combative vocals lead the battle cry and most importantly he delivers it with his
usual spit and gusto, demonstrating that Anti-Flag still stand up against injustice and they still believe that it‟s still out
there.
Their main motto for the last 21 or so years appears to have been one of uniting as a community against the ills of
world and its politicians, something that the poignant British punk rooted „Fuck War Let‟s Party‟ puts into a nutshell.
Suddenly their spirited vigour reaches out and spreads around like...? Well, war actually, as the room starts bouncing.

Even the forays into pop punk like „Turncoat‟, still have an edge to them with Pat Thetic‟s bulleting percussion and Sane‟s
sincerity keeping it from falling into a sappy pit, it is the thumping anthem that the evening needs. Variety is splattered
around in the haunting interlude inclusive, „Good And Ready‟ that shows a smoother edge to Sane‟s Vocals before an
ad-libbed cover of „I Fought The Law‟, spews out nostalgia as though they were reading from a George Orwell novel.
This offering from the last year‟s spirited The Bright Lights of America‟, is as popularly received as the now old classics.
These forty five minutes highlights Anti-Flag‟s continuing importance to modern punk.
A chilling voice over blares out political insight and rebellion, Tim McIlrath and his insurrection inciting buddies who
conjoin to make Rise Against , dive full force into 2006‟s „Drones‟, setting the mood for their heart-on-sleeve, insightful
and forceful interpretation of punk. This energy and verve is channelled straight into the post-rock pushed, Thursday
feeling „Ready To Fall‟, as the piercing „The Sufferer & the Witness‟ album is drawn from again. Grit, sincerity and
energy are in abundance and this is harnessed by an exuberant, catharsis indulging Monday night crowd. McIllrath‟s
vocal range lends heart and versatility to a stirring set.
However, for a band of Rise Against‟s standing the big test is always the new numbers. It is the response to these that
should be used to gauge the band‟s ability to keep on building their range and standing. Latest single, „Audience Of
One‟ bears out their personal side unveiling a more polished touch and lending a universal appeal to proceedings.
Erstwhile bassist and co-founder member Joe Principe is, as always, sturdy and reliable in punctuating the stark political
commentary of the band. These political observations are now beginning to feel have the feel of an alternative
encyclopaedia, given Rise Against‟s prolific tendency over the years to highlight what‟s going on in the world. His
contribution to the hardcore cutting, „Behind Closed Doors‟ is captivating in the way that he controls the pace, volume
and rhythm.
Emo titling, „Re Education (Through Labor)‟ still retains its thrust with a pit forming in appreciation and energy levels
continue to rise with help from the Bad Religion mirroring, „Heaven Knows‟. Variety is doled out with help from the
psychobilly skirting, „Collapse‟ and those who like to be able to think about song the song and its lyrics meditate over
the bracing, „The Good Left Undone‟. Naturally, the Wal-Mart bating „Prayer of the Refugee‟, keeps enthusiasm levels
ticking over nicely. Rise Against, through this spirited live performance tonight continue to bolster their reputation as
inclusive punks who attitude still burns bright.
David Adair
Ska Bar - Retro Bar, Manchester - 29/03/09
Another Sunday down at The Retro Bar, but summer is finally shining through. As we retire indoors from the last of the
day's sunshine, Bears, Bears - self-confessed wildlife-rock kick off the night. The trio, derived from local ska-popsters
Stand Out Riot are back to provide us with a slice of slightly more serious musical genius. Highlights include Mr Beef
with its catchy sing-a-long chorus and a song about Kinder Eggs and Crocodiles. But it is the almost instrumental musical
story Bees Vs Wasps that impresses most tonight.
Hovercraft Pirates are on the road from Northern Ireland. They are talkative and playful with the audience but
struggle to be the act following Bears, Bears. Nevertheless the three-piece are a welcome addition to the ska bar and
songs to check out include Always Free and Prison Break - both of which are available online as part of the Mixtape
album or the Always Calm E.P.
The John Player Specials seem to have been around for quite a while now. They impress this Sunday crowd with usual
favourites such as Renegade and Weak In Your Eyes which can be found on the impressive split E.P with
Harijan. However apart from these few rare gems the rest of the set seems quite familiar. The stage show is good, the
hairstyles not so good and maybe some new material is needed from the Wigan based youngsters. However, having
recently signed with Do The Dog records we will no doubt be hearing something new soon!
Aberdeen's The Hijacks are up next. They provide breezy ska punk that's easy to listen to after just one song. They
are a great warm up for the following two acts and seem to make a great impression on the Manchester ska bar. It is
not long before some people are dancing away down the front. Then all of a sudden the whole room seems to be in a
dancing frenzy. But there is a serious side to this band too and they have clearly got something special to showcase
tonight. Tracks from their Free Your Mind E.P such as Victim and Slow Down really are tunes to check out.
Fulibulbus was a great name for a such a band, but at least people can pronounce China Shop Bull. Bursting onto the
tiny Retro Bar stage the CSB boys bring back the energy to this month's ska bar. A fresh infusion of ska undertones, hip
-hop beats and rap style lyrics make this band unique. Think of a louder Suburban Legends, cut out the Disney crap,
add a touch of street vibe and here you have China Shop Bull. Their latest single release Sandblaster has seen great
reviews from all over the country. Dancetastic at times, musically intense at others - definitely ones to watch.
The Fractions, Rochdale's finest and possibly only ska-punk band are headlining tonight. They bring this local crowd
straight up to date with Streets of Ancoats which gets plenty of cheers. The Fractions have a huge catalogue of tunes to
choose from yet still manage to pick something for everyone, from the upbeat Down and Out to one of their most
popular tracks at the minute We Were Kings. Besides the on-stage banter and abuse, directed both towards the
audience and a certain band member, their performance tonight is fantastic - wholesome and tight throughout. The
Fractions look effortless as they flawlessly fall into their next song but they have come a long way from their early
gigging days. As this one of the first few dates of their UK tour this Easter, The Fractions bring a promising sense of a
Manchester band going out and finding their own little place in the UK ska scene. As long as they come back from time
to time I won't mind!
Sam

